Abstract-Class-imbalance is very common in real data mining tasks. Previous studies focused on binary-class imbalance problem, whereas multi-class imbalance problem is more challenging. Error correcting output codes (ECOC) technique can be applied to class-imbalance problem; however, the standard ECOC aims at maximizing accuracy, ignoring the fact that, when class-imbalance is really a problem, the minority classes are more important than the majority classes. To enable ECOC to tackle multi-class imbalance, it is desired to have an appropriate code matrix, an effective learning strategy and a decoding strategy emphasizing the minority classes. In this paper, based on the aforementioned consideration, we propose the imECOC method which works on dichotomies to handle both the betweenclass imbalance and within-class imbalance. As the dichotomy classifiers contribute differently to the final prediction, imECOC assigns weights to dichotomies and uses weighted distance for decoding, where the optimal dichotomy weights are obtained by minimizing a weighted loss in favor of the minority classes. Experimental results on fourteen data sets show that, imECOC performs significantly better than many state-of-the-art multiclass imbalance learning methods, no matter whether multi-class F1, G-mean or AUC are used as evaluation measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real data mining tasks suffer from class-imbalance, i.e., some classes have much fewer data than the other classes, whereas the minority classes (i.e., the smaller classes) are more important. Conventional learning methods often try to pursue a high accuracy by assuming that all classes have similar sizes, leading to the fact that the minority class examples are often overlooked and misclassified to the majority classes (i.e., the bigger classes). However, accuracy is not an adequate evaluation measure when there is class-imbalance because it ignores the larger importance of minority classes. Instead, F1 measure, G-mean and AUC [4] are suitable evaluation measures for class-imbalance problems.
Class-imbalance learning has been considered as one of the most challenging problems in machine learning and data mining [31] , whereas previous studies generally focused on binary-class data [6] , [11] , [14] , [17] , [18] , [20] , [30] . It is noteworthy that class-imbalance is more common in multiclass data, and multi-class imbalance is more challenging than binary-class imbalance. One obvious reason lies in the fact that binary-class imbalance is bilateral, whereas multi-class imbalance is multilateral. There are also higher degree of concept complexity, more small disjuncts, and even higher imbalance rate (the size of the largest class divided by the size of the smallest class). There are a few work studied multi-class imbalance [12] , [16] , [19] , [21] , [26] , [27] , [29] , and they will be briefly reviewed in Section II.
To tackle multi-class imbalance, it is important to consider the multilateral relation. ECOC (Error Correcting Output Codes) [1] , [2] , [9] , [25] is a popular method for multiclass learning, working by decomposing the multi-class task to a series of binary class subtasks (dichotomies) and then constructing a binary classifier from each dichotomy. A test instance is evaluated by all the dichotomy classifiers and then assigned to the nearest class in the code space. The bilateral imbalance in each dichotomy is evidently easier to handle than the original multilateral imbalance. However, standard ECOC aims at maximizing accuracy, disabling its usage in classimbalance tasks as aforementioned, accuracy is not adequate in class-imbalance tasks. Thus, to enable ECOC to handle multiclass imbalance, we need to consider: (a) How to generate code matrix to identify the minority classes? (b) How to address the bilateral class-imbalance of dichotomy and the multilateral class-imbalance of the original task simultaneously? (c) How to deal with under-performed classifiers as some dichotomies might be quite difficult? (d) How to design the decoding strategy in favor of the minority classes?
In this paper, we propose the imECOC method. The basic idea contains two ingredients: (1) both of the betweenclass and the within-class imbalance are considered in each dichotomy; (2) considering the dichotomy classifiers should contribute differently to the final prediction, imECOC assigns weights to dichotomies and uses weighted distance for decoding, where the optimal weights are obtained by minimizing a weighed loss in favor of the minority classes. The first and second ingredients help tackle (a) and (b, c, d) respectively. Experimental results on fourteen data sets show that, imECOC performs significantly better than many state-of-the-art multiclass imbalance learning methods, no matter whether F1, Gmean and AUC are used as evaluation measures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews some related work. Section III introduces ECOC. Section IV proposes the imECOC method. Section V reports our experimental results. Finally, Section VI concludes.
II. RELATED WORK
The binary-class imbalance learning methods can be roughly grouped into 5 categories: (1) Balancing the training set via sampling. Two most simple but popular sampling methods are random over-and under-sampling. There are many other sampling methods. Among them, SMOTE [6] , the stateof-the-art method in the literature, reduces the over-fitting of over-sampling by adding synthetic minority class examples via interpolating between the minority class examples and their neighbors. (2) Cost-sensitive learning methods [32] , [33] . They assign higher and lower costs to the minority and majority class examples, respectively. (3) Refining the placement of decision boundary. The most straightforward way is thresholdmoving, which moves the decision threshold such that the minority class examples are easier to be classified correctly. (4) Methods particularly designed for class-imbalance problem. (5) Ensemble-based methods, such as [20] . Please refer to [14] , [15] for surveys.
There are a few studies [12] , [16] , [19] , [21] , [26] , [27] , [29] on multi-class imbalance. Most of them were published very recently [12] , [16] , [19] , [29] . [26] uses genetic algorithm to determine the optimal cost vector and exploits a multiclass cost-sensitive learning method. MC-HDDT [16] is a decision tree method using a multi-class splitting criterion in favor of the minority classes. DyS [19] is a neural network dynamically sampling data to update the weights during the learning procedure. OvNC [29] combines boosting and oversampling for the imbalance problems with "multi-minority" and "multi-majority" classes. Among the methods for imbalanced multi-class data, much attention was paid to reductionbased methods, especially OVA (one versus all) and OVO (one versus one). As two representatives, [27] uses OVA and OVO reduction and designs a decision rule method to handle the binary-class imbalance in each subtask, and OAHO [21] reduces a multi-class learning task to a series of binary-class subtasks by grouping the minority classes together to decrease the imbalance rate.
III. ECOC

Given training data
.., C k } denote the set of classes sorted in ascending order of class sizes, i.e., n 1 ≤ n 2 ≤ . . . ≤ n k , where n i is the number of examples of C i . ECOC [9] has three stages: coding, learning and decoding. In the coding stage, ECOC decomposes a multi-class problem with k classes into dichotomies with the codewords (code matrix) M ∈ {−1, 0, +1} k× . A column of M encodes a partition of k classes into −1 and +1 classes 1 . When a class is encoded with 0, it is excluded from the training set of the dichotomy, which is known as ternary ECOC [1] . The popular reduction methods OVA and OVO are special cases of ternary ECOC. A row of the M represents the codeword of a class. We denote the codeword of class C i as M i .
In the learning stage, suppose the learning algorithm trains a dichotomy classifier h i : X → {+1, −1} for the i-th dichotomy. Some algorithms can train dichotomy classifiers with real-valued outputs. In this case, we denote the i-th dichotomy classifier as f i : X → R for more general formulation. Then, in the decoding stage, each classifier f i , ∀i = 1, . . . , , predicts 1 To avoid confusion, we call the classes in the original imbalanced multiclass data the minority classes or the majority classes, and the two classes in a dichotomy of ECOC the small class or the large class when they are imbalanced.
a value for a test instance x, resulting in the codeword of x: F(x) = (f 1 (x), f 2 (x), ..., f (x)). Then the test instance is assigned to the "closest" class in the code space. That is,
where, d : R × R → R is a distance function of two codewords. A common distance function is Hamming distance:
where, u and v are two vectors of length , and sign(x) is +1 if x > 0, −1 if x < 0 and 0 if x = 0. Some other popular distance functions include Euclidean distance and loss-based distance [1] .
ECOC originates from error correcting codes, and the discriminative power of ECOC depends heavily on the errorcorrecting ability of the code matrix. The error-correcting ability involves two keys: large codeword distance between any pair of classes, and independent bit errors. A ECOC code matrix should satisfy [9] :
• Row separation. Each row of the code matrix should be well-separated in distance from each of the other rows.
• Column separation. Each bit function f i should not be correlated with the functions to be learned for the other bit positions f j , j = i. This can be achieved by insisting that each column of the code matrix is wellseparated in distance from every other columns and their complementary.
IV. THE PROPOSED IMECOC METHOD
A. Problem Analysis
Class-imbalance problem is caused mainly by classimbalance (large difference among class sizes) associating the importance of the minority classes, it is also affected by other factors, including concept complexity, separability among classes, small disjuncts, etc.
• Concept complexity and the absolute amount of data in each class play very important roles in classimbalance problem [17] , [30] . When the degree of concept complexity is very high, large amount of data is required to learn a concept for each class successfully. The lack of data is a great cause of classimbalance problem.
• When classes have many overlaps, the degree of concept complexity is usually high. Therefore, the more overlaps the classes have, the more the classimbalance harms the standard methods [24] . When data is near linearly separable, the degree of concept complexity is very low, and class-imbalance barely harms. On the contrary, the performance would generally decrease when normal balancing method is used in such cases [20] .
• There are many small disjuncts when data scatters around. Such small disjuncts usually have higher error rates than large disjuncts [30] , and can hardly be classified with a guarantee on accuracy, even with a large training set.
On multi-class data, the degree of concept complexity is usually much higher than that on binary-class data, multiple classes may have a lot of overlaps and small disjuncts occur frequently. Thus class-imbalance problem is more serious in multi-class data. Moreover, the multilateral relation among classes makes the problem even more complex. For example, multi-minority cases (i.e., one majority class and multiple minority classes) and multi-majority cases (i.e., one minority class and multiple majority classes) probably have very different properties [29] .
It is natural to decompose a multi-class imbalance learning task to a series of binary-class learning subtasks which are much easier to handle. In such a way, by combining the boundaries of all dichotomy classifiers, the multilateral relation can be easily revealed. ECOC works in this manner, and has shown to be a good choice with some other advantages on overcoming the above challenges: (1) The imbalance rate of a dichotomy could be smaller than original imbalance rate in many cases, for example, the original minority classes merge together or the original majority classes are excluded in some dichotomies. (2) In a dichotomy, the contradiction of high degree of concept complexity and the lack of data could be alleviated from both sides. This advantage is particularly important when some original classes have very few examples. (3) The small disjuncts problem could be relieved when several original classes merged together or some original classes are excluded in some dichotomies.
In class-imbalance problem, the minority class examples are more important, and they should be treated appropriately in a good imbalance learning method. Since ECOC aims at maximizing accuracy, which means all examples have the same importance, it can't be directly used for imbalanced multiclass data. Standard ECOC has 3 stages: coding, learning and decoding. None of them considers the difference between a minority class example and a majority class example. So the technical difficulties exist in every stage.
(D1) How to generate code matrix to identify the minority classes?
Since the minority classes are more important when there is class-imbalance problem, the error-correcting abilities of the minority classes should be more important than that of the majority classes. Generally speaking, a code matrix good for standard classification is not suitable for class-imbalanced classification since it treats all examples equally. For example, in an extreme case, the smallest minority class is encoded as the positive class and all the other classes are encoded as the negative class in a dichotomy. The class-imbalance is largely enhanced and the minority class examples will be greatly overlooked, leading to significant decrease of the errorcorrecting ability on the minority class.
(D2) How to address the bilateral class-imbalance of dichotomy and the multilateral class-imbalance of the original task simultaneously?
The positive class and negative class in a dichotomy are generally imbalanced since the multi-class data is imbalanced.
Standard ECOC treats all examples equally to maximize dichotomy's accuracy, so it would overlook the small class examples. To learn binary-class concepts successfully, the bilateral imbalance between dichotomy's two classes should be addressed. On the other hand, the multilateral class-imbalance of the original task must also be addressed to classify the minority classes correctly.
(D3) How to deal with the under-performed classifiers as some dichotomies might be quite difficult?
A classifier may fail to learn the dichotomy's binary concept or fail to recognize the original minority classes, or fail in both cases as some dichotomies might be quite difficult.
The under-performed classifiers should be distinguished and properly handled, otherwise it will be harmful to the decoding stage. But it is hard to set a certain rule to determine a classifier's effectiveness. Inappropriate qualifying can be very misleading.
(D4) How to design the decoding strategy in favor of the minority classes?
In the decoding stage, a test instance is assigned to the class with the minimal distance (or loss) to its predicted code. This implies that a minority class example has the same importance as a majority class example. To make the minority class examples easier to be classified correctly, the decision region of a minority class should be enlarged. But there is multilateral class-imbalance, so it is a challenge to implement.
In fact, these difficulties correlate with each other, which makes it more difficult to adapt ECOC to imbalanced multiclass data.
B. imECOC Method
The proposed imECOC method tackles the above difficulties by two key ingredients: (1) To solve the learning difficulty, balance is achieved not only between the positive and negative classes (large and small classes) of a dichotomy, but also among the subclasses (the original minority and majority classes) within each class in the learning process. (2) imECOC overcomes the other difficulties in an unified strategy in the decoding stage. Considering the dichotomy classifiers should contribute differently to the final prediction since they have different effectiveness, imECOC assigns weights to dichotomies and uses weighted distance for decoding, where the optimal dichotomy weights are obtained by minimizing a weighed loss in favor of the minority classes. This process ensures the decoding is effective for the original imbalanced multi-class classification.
We will explain how the method tackles these difficulties in detail in the coding, learning and decoding stage separately.
1) Coding Stage:
A code matrix should be suitable for imbalanced data. One possible way is to remove the inadequate dichotomy codes from a code matrix of standard ECOC. However, similar to qualifying dichotomy classifiers in (D3), it is hard to determine how good a code is. In fact, whether a code matrix is suitable to imbalanced data can be reflected by the effectiveness of the dichotomy classifiers. Therefore, handling inadequate dichotomy codes can be transformed to handling under-performed classifiers, which will be solved in the decoding stage. We will continue to discuss this problem in Section IV-B3. Therefore, imECOC can work with a general code matrix of standard ECOC. Some popular ones are Dense coding and Sparse coding [1] , complete coding [9] , OVA and OVO which are special cases of ECOC coding. There are some problem-dependent coding methods [22] , [23] . Since they aim at maximizing accuracy, which contradicts class-imbalance learning, so we focus on problem-independent coding here.
2) Learning Stage:
The positive class and the negative class in a dichotomy are generally imbalanced since the original data is imbalanced. We call this kind of imbalance the between-class imbalance. On the other hand, within each of the positive and negative class of a dichotomy, the subclasses are with different sizes. We call this kind of imbalance the within-class imbalance. For example, there is a data set with 4 classes {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 }, and n 1 = 10, n 2 = 50, n 3 = 100, n 4 = 1000. A dichotomy code is [+1, −1, +1, −1], so the small class of the dichotomy is A + = {C 1 , C 3 } with size |A + | = 110, and the large class is A − = {C 2 , C 4 } with size |A − | = 1050. The between-class imbalance is the imbalance between A + and A − , the imbalance rate is |A − |/|A + | = 9.55. Both of A + and A − have within-class imbalance in this example. The within-class imbalance of A + is the imbalance between its subclasses C 1 and C 3 , the imbalance rate is n 3 /n 1 = 10. The within-class imbalance of A − is the imbalance between C 2 and C 4 , the imbalance rate is n 4 /n 2 = 20.
The between-class imbalance should be handled to avoid overlooking the small class examples, especially when the original minority classes are contained in the small class. In the example, if A + is overlooked, both of its subclasses C 1 and C 3 will be overlooked, where C 1 is the most important class among the original classes. The within-class imbalance should also be handled to ensure examples of the original minority class have lager chance to be classified correctly than the other examples in the same category, especially when a minority class is in the dichotomy's small class. For another example, if the class size is 10, 20, 190, 200 , respectively, and the dichotomy code is [+1, −1, −1, +1], then there is no between-class imbalance, the within-class imbalance of A + and A − is n 4 /n 1 = 20 and n 3 /n 2 = 9.5, respectively. If the within-class imbalance was not handled, C 1 and/or C 2 would be overlooked. Therefore, the between-class and the withinclass imbalance must be handled simultaneously. Based on this idea, we design BWC-weighting method (Between-and Within-Class weighting) for imECOC to perform binary-class classification in a dichotomy.
In the t-th dichotomy, the classes with M(i, t) = 0 are excluded from the training set. let 
with z = arg z∈{+,−} C i ∈ A t z . Thus, the between-class balance and the multi-class balance are achieved simultaneously.
BWC-weighting is a general method that can invoke different class-imbalance learning methods 2 . For example, various over-sampling or under-sampling can be used by making class sizes proportional to their class importance after sampling, that is, n t i
where, n t i is the new class size of C i in the t-th dichotomy. BWC-weighting can also invoke instance-weighting methods, such as C4.5CS [28] , by directly using c t as instance weights for examples of the original k classes in the t-th dichotomy. Other methods such as threshold-moving and cost-sensitive learning methods [32] , [33] can also be used.
There are two straightforward reduction methods to handle imbalanced multi-class data: (1) Balance the original data and then perform ECOC on the balanced training set. (2) Reduce the imbalanced multi-class task to a series of binaryclass subtasks, then apply a binary-class imbalance learning method to each dichotomy. The first solution suffers from fixed importance of each class, such that the between-class balance could not be achieved, leading to under-performed dichotomies with great chance. As for the second solution, when a minority class merges with some other majority classes in a dichotomy, it becomes small disjuncts and tends to be greatly overwhelmed. Experimental results in Section V verify their inferiority to imECOC.
3) Decoding Stage:
Under-performed classifier would fail to learn dichotomy concept or fail to recognize the original minority class examples in the learning process as discussed in (D3) in Section IV-A. Inadequate dichotomy code could also result in under-performed classifier. No matter what the cause is, the under-performed classifiers can be handled in the same way. Different classifiers should play different roles in the final prediction to achieve the best classification ability. Therefore, it is reasonable to assign a weight to each dichotomy to represent its classifier's importance (or reliability). The better the performance of a dichotomy classifier, the higher weight it is expected to receive. Since the code bit corresponding to a better classifier is also expected to contribute more in recovering the class assignments from the codes, the weights here are further used to calculate the weighted distance for decoding. Thus, the difficulties of the inadequate codes and the under-performed classifiers are solved in the unified strategy.
There are some weighted decoding methods designed for ECOC [10] , [22] . All these methods predefine the weights and aim to maximize accuracy. Different from them, imECOC learns the optimal dichotomy weights by minimizing a loss function in favor of the minority class examples. This overcomes the difficulty of decoding.
Define the t-th bit distance of example x to class C r as
which measures the distance between the real-valued output of the dichotomy classifier f t and class C r 's dichotomy code M(r, t), where d bit : R × {−1, 0, +1} → R is some distance function of two scalars. In imECOC, we define the bit distance function as:
It is different from a bit of Hamming distance in Eq. (1) since sign(·) function is not used. Let
be the bit distance vector of example x and class C r , w ∈ R ×1 be the dichotomy weight vector, then the weighted distance between a test instance x and class C r in the code space is w T b(x, r), and the class with the minimal distance is assigned to x:ŷ
If example x's true class label is y, with y ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the weighed distance of x to class C y should be smaller than the distance to any other class, that is, w T b(x, y) < w T b(x, r), ∀r = y. Since the prediction is the class with the minimal weighted distance, the difference between the minimal distance to any incorrect class and the distance to the true class indicates the confidence of prediction. Similar to large margin methods, we define the margin of example x to represent the confidence of prediction:
When x is correctly classified, margin(x) > 0. When x is misclassified, margin(x) < 0. The larger the margin, the better the classification. By introducing the slack variable ξ, ξ ≥ 0, regarding the loss of prediction, the above margin constrains can be formulated as:
where, Δ(y, r) is the reference distance between C y and C r . The value is suggested to be 1 when there is no domain knowledge.
In class-imbalance learning, the importance factors of the examples in different classes are not the same. The loss of misclassifying a minority class example should be larger than that of a majority class example. Define γ i as example x i 's weight, which is proportional to the inverse of its class size:
Then, the weighted loss of example x i is γ i ξ i , and the overall loss of the training set is
Algorithm 1 The imECOC Algorithm
Require: 
for i = 1, ..., n do
5:
if M(y i , t) = 0 then 6:
end if 8: end for 9: calculate the example weights c t for the t-th dichotomy according to Eq. 2.
10:
: learn a classifier using the weighted examples 11: calculate the bit distance vector for the training set, b(x i , r), ∀x i ∈ D, ∀r = 1, ..., k, according to Eq. 4, 5, 6 12: obtain the optimal dichotomy weights w according to Eq. 9 13 : end for %Testing 14: for a test instance x, calculate the bit distance vector b(x, r), ∀r = 1, ..., k according to Eq. 4, 5, 6 15: Output:ŷ(x) = arg min r w T b(x, r) (Eq. 7)
The problem of optimizing dichotomy weights is formulated as follows:
where, λ is the penalty parameter, and ||w|| 2 is a regularizer to prevent over-fitting. This optimization problem is equivalent to:
It can be solved by quadratic programming. The pseudo code of imECOC is shown in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We compare imECOC with two series of methods. Series A includes 6 methods based on ECOC, and Series B includes 3 state-of-the-art methods designed for handling imbalanced multi-class data.
(A1) ECOC: standard ECOC. (A2) Under: under-sampling + ECOC. All classes except the smallest class are under-sampled to have the same size as the smallest class. Then ECOC is applied to the balanced data. (A3) Over: over-sampling + ECOC. All classes except the largest class are over-sampled using random over-sampling with replacement to have the same size as the largest class. Then ECOC is applied to the balanced data. (A4) SMOTE: SMOTE + ECOC. All classes except the largest class are over-sampled using SMOTE to have the same size as the largest class. Then ECOC is applied to the balanced data. (A5) ECOChddt: ECOC + HDDT. In each dichotomy of ECOC, HDDT [8] is used for imbalanced binary-class subtask, which is a decision tree method with a novel splitting criteria for imbalanced binary-class data. The method is extended to a multi-class method MC-HDDT [16] . Since their experiments showed ECOC + HDDT performs better than MC-HDDT, we do not compare with MC-HDDT in addition. (A6) imECOC: our method. In the learning process, instanceweighting is used to handle between-class and within-class imbalance. The weighted examples are further used for training by CART [5] . λ is set to 1. (B1) DyS: a multi-class imbalance learning method using dynamic sampling in neural networks [19] . The number of nodes is selected from {5, 10, 15, 20} and the number of iterations is selected from {100, 500, 1000} as suggested in [19] . (B2) SMB: SMOTEBoost [7] . It is a well known boostingbased class-imbalance learning method. Many previous work showed SMOTEBoost is very effective for binary-class imbalance problem. It can also be used for multi-class imbalance problem. The default settings are used. (B3) OvNC: a sampling based boosting method for multi-class imbalance learning [29] . The default settings are used: λ is 9 and the number of ensembles is 51.
For fair comparison, methods in Series A except imECOC use CART [5] with default settings as the base learning method, and use Hamming distance for decoding. We exploit 3 problem-independent coding methods for methods in Series A, including OVA, Dense and Sparse codes 3 . The code length of OVA is k, the number of classes. To get Dense and Sparse codes, the default parameters are used. The length of Dense code is 10log 2 (k), and the −1 and +1 code symbols are randomly generated with equal probability of 0.5. The length of Sparse code is 15log 2 (k), and the −1, +1, 0 code symbols are randomly generated with probability of 0.25, 0.25 and 0.5, respectively.
14 UCI data sets [3] are used, with information shown in Table I . The data sets ended up with a number are derived from the original data sets by merging some classes or sampling from the original classes.
It should be noted that, most of the 14 data sets have few examples in the smallest class, and the the maximal imbalance rate is very large (generally larger than 10). These data sets are selected to reflect the common case of imbalanced multi-class data in real-world.
Since "solar4" has only 4 classes, Dense code can not be obtained, and complete code (the code length is 2 (k−1) − 1) is used instead. For each data set, we randomly select 50% data as the training set and the other 50% data as the test set, with class distributions in the training and test set being the same. The process is repeated 20 times and the average results are recorded. We adopt multi-class F-measure, G-mean [26] and MAUC [13] as evaluation measures. Let cm(i, j) be the number of examples of C i being classified to C j , then the precision P i and recall R i of C i are defined as:
The F-measure of C i and the multi-class F-measure (F1) are:
G-mean is defined as :
And MAUC is defined as:
where,Â(i|j) is the probability that a randomly drawn member of class i will have a lower estimated probability of belonging to class j than a randomly drawn member of class j.
A poor performance of a class will decrease G-mean value most, and decrease F1 and MAUC values less. When most of the classes are the majority classes, the bad AUC values of the minority classes can be largely overwhelmed by many other good AUC results of the majority classes. So, among the 3 measures, G-mean is most sensitive to the minority class performance, and MAUC is least sensitive. Table II , III and IV shows the F1, G-mean and MAUC results, respectively. For the convenience of comparison, we list the results of methods in Series B next to the results of methods in Series A. The best results are in bold face. We also carry out the paired t-tests and sign tests both with significance level 95% to compare the methods. The win/tie/lose counts of imECOC over the other methods are indicated by the rows named "w/t/l". Bold face implies the sign test is significant. And Fig. 1 shows some results of the F-measure values of all individual classes 4 . The x-axis indicates the class sizes, which are sorted in ascending order.
imECOC's F1 and G-mean values are the best on all data sets except soybean. It significantly outperforms all the other methods no matter what code is used. imECOC also achieves the best MAUC except on 2 data sets.
The improvement on G-mean of imECOC over the other methods is most significant, followed by the improvements of F1 and MAUC values. Many methods have very low or even near 0 G-mean values on some data sets, while imECOC's G-mean values are all above 0.82. This indicates imECOC is very good at detecting classes which are very difficult to be classified correctly (usually the minority classes), while not harming the performances of the other classes much. Fig. 1 shows imECOC's advantages more clearly. Except imECOC, all the other methods in the figure generally perform worse when the class size is smaller, especially when there are only few examples. These results clearly show that imECOC is the best method on handling the minority class examples.
For F1 and G-mean, Sparse and Dense codes are the best two codes for imECOC, which perform very similarly. For MAUC, OVA, Sparse and Dense codes perform very similarly to imECOC. When time efficiency is important, OVA is also a good choice, since imECOC with OVA code is significantly better than all the other methods (with no matter what codes) on all of F1, G-mean and MAUC measures.
Among the other methods in Series A, since the smallest class has very few examples in general, it is not surprising that Under is the worst method since it ignores too much information. Even standard ECOC is significantly better than it. Over, SMOTE and ECOChddt are all comparable to ECOC on F1 measure. But they are better at detecting the minority classes, which is implied by the G-mean results. SMOTE is the most effective one among them. On MAUC values, only SMOTE is better than ECOC, Over and ECOChddt are comparable to ECOC. HDDT is very effective for binaryclass imbalance problems. But its failure shows it is useful only for handling between-class imbalance, there is a big gap between handling the bilateral class-imbalance and handling the multilateral class-imbalance of the original classification. It also suggests that appropriately handling the difficulty of (D2) is important. So, SMOTE is better than the other popular sampling methods when handling imbalanced multi-class data.
Among the 3 methods in Series B, SMB is the best on F1 and MAUC measures. It is significantly better than all the other methods except imECOC. The 3 methods are comparable to each other on G-mean measure. DyS is the second best method. The poor performance on data sets "isolet1" and "isolet2" is probably because it is very hard to determine the number of hidden nodes and the number of iterations when the number of classes is very large. DyS is comparable to OvNC on F1 and G-mean measures, but better than OvNC on MAUC. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Multi-class imbalance is much more challenging than binary-class imbalance. ECOC aims at maximizing accuracy, and to enable it to handle multi-class imbalance, we need to consider: (a) How to generate code matrix to identify the minority classes? (b) How to address the bilateral classimbalance and the multilateral class-imbalance of the original task simultaneously? (c) How to deal with the under-performed classifiers? (d) How to design the decoding strategy in favor of the minority classes?
The proposed imECOC method tackles these difficulties by two key ingredients: (1) In the learning stage, each dichotomy's between-class and within-class imbalances are both handled.
(2) In the decoding stage, considering that the dichotomy classifiers should contribute differently to the final prediction, imECOC assigns weights to dichotomies to reflect their reliability, and uses the weighted distance to decode. The optimal dichotomy weights are obtained by minimizing a weighed loss in favor of the minority classes. Experimental results show that, imECOC is significantly better than many state-of-the-art multi-class imbalance learning methods, no matter whether F1, G-mean and MAUC are used as evaluation measures.
It is interesting to study whether imECOC can be improved by using problem-dependent codes instead of problemindependent codes. 
